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Abstract: Reality monitoring has been considered as a cause of a check compulsion, which is one dominant
symptom in obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). However, the previous studies could not confirm confu-
sions of reality monitoring in OCD checkers but found decrements of the confidence for memorizing (McNally
& Kohlbeck, 1993; Constant, For, Franklin & Mathes, 1995). Since the previous studies had many problems
concerning to the task and the hedonic value of stimuli, they could not discuss confusions of reality monitoring
of OCD checkers sufficiently. The present study aimed to examine the reality monitoring of OCD checkers by
using an incidental learning task, which hedonic values of stimuli were experimentally controlled (neutral,
negative and positive). As results, confusions of the reality monitoring of OCD were found in false alarms of
neutral and positive words. However, any decrement of the confidence for memorizing was not found. These
results were inconsistent with the finding of the previous studies.
















アリティモニタリングの混乱が議論されてきた(McNally & Kohlbeck, 1993;　Constans, For,
































　刺激の持つ感情価による問題も考えられる．Constans et al. (1995)の実験では，不安喚起動作の
判断において確認強迫者は健常者よりも成績が良くなっていた．しかし，健常者では情動を喚起する










































































































考えた    見た   無かった�




Figure1. Procedure of task�
A: The presentation method of a learning task. HoNnDaNa:booksheif.�
B: The presentation method of a recognition task. This word (HoNnDaNa) was thought, presented(seen) or�































Table1 The classification of response.
Item
 response              Perception               Image                    New
 Perceived      Correct recognitio    False recognition         False alarm�
 Imagined        False recognition     Correct recognition      False alarm�




































Figure 2 Correct recognition, false alarm, and miss in neutral word�







































































































Figure 3 Effect of negative words on the percents of correct recognition, false alarm, and miss�




































































Figure 4 Effect of positive words on the percents of correct recognition, false alarm, and miss�











































































































作記憶課題を用いていた(McNally & Kohlbeck, 1993; Constans et al., 1995; Hermans et al.,
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